1621. GRAYLING

Hipparchia semele Linn.
This butterfly inhabits two distinctly divergent habitats in
Sussex, the alkaline downs and the acid heaths. Two racial forms
result, the visual differences usually being most noticeable on the
underside of the hindwing - typical specimens found on chalk are
much whiter in the post-discal area, this contrasting with the dark
ground-colour (specifically illustrated in Howarth, 1973; pl. 37,
figs. 1 & 2), while heathland examples are much more uniform in
colour. However, the insect varies considerably in this respect
and in some localities both forms can be found. For example,
between the wars near Littlehampton there was “a heathy
common”, “of very small area”, which “yielded both the type
associated with such a spot and also that given to the chalk”
(Caldecott, 1937).
THE HEATHLAND RACE

Status - Resident. In serious danger of extinction in West Sussex
and presumed extinct in East Sussex since 1973. Previously
commonplace on heathery commons, especially where sandy
cliffs, bare earth, or worn paths were prevalent, but now only
occasionally seen in singletons near Hill Brow. Always
extremely local.
Single-brooded, usually flying from mid July to early
September, and probably occasionally from mid June or to late
September as in the downland race.
Larvae feed on “various species of grass” (Adkin, 1928a),
sheep’s fescue being specifically listed (Gay & Gay, 1996).
Variation - Only one worthwhile aberration has been detected
amongst heathland examples of semele in Sussex - an ab.
bipupillata was taken near the pylons on Ashdown Forest in 1966
(R. Griffiths).
History - The first eastern report may have emanated from
Broadwater Forest as early as the 17th century, it being named the
“Tunbridge Grayling” by J. Petiver (Petiver, 1695-1703; 17026), but the first certain encounter within our borders was made at
some time just before 1852 at Fitzhall near Midhurst by Maria E.
Catlow. Here, on adjacent Stedham Common, there was “a deep
sandy lane, with rocks of sandstone varying from twenty to
perhaps fifty feet in height, on each side... On these rocks we
were sure to find the Grayling in July; and this favourite locality,
both of the butterfly and its admirers, was soon well-known as
‘the Grayling rocks’“ (Catlow, 1852a).
The “Grayling Rocks” at Stedham Common in 1995

appear once at Roost Hole Wood in 1883 (Price, 1889). This
question apart, the Grayling is known to have flown over almost
all of the Sussex heaths during the Victorian era.
In West Sussex the butterfly was found more numerously
during the first half of the 20th century. For example, between the
wars it could be seen “in dozens” on Fittleworth Common (G.
Botwright), and it was just as frequent at Wiggonholt Common
(Pulborough) (Bird, 1921), and at Hurston Warren in 1933
(Streeter, coll.), and semele was even considered abundant at
Wiggonholt from 1942 to 1950 (G. Haggett). Further colonies
used to exist at West Chiltington Common in 1912
(Guermonprez, coll.), at Storrington Common (Bird, 1921),
Graffham Common, Duncton Common (G. Botwright), just over
the border at Rake Common in 1930 (Portsmouth Museum, coll.),
at an unspecified spot near Horsham up until 1950 (M. Oates),
and on heathery tracts at Bignor and Sutton (probably at Coates
Common and Sutton Common) up until about 1960 (G. Haggett).
The whole race was then lost sight of for many years but it was
still established at Chapel Common in 2006 (M. Edwards: P. J.
Hodge: G. A. Collins), 2007 (A. Henderson), and 2009, and at
Weavers Down in 2007 and 2009 (M. Blencowe).
Meanwhile, in the east the earliest-dated colony existed at
Awbrook near Scaynes Hill and dates from the late 19 th century
to about 1914 (C. Luckens). The Grayling also turned up at
Twyford, at least in 1905 (Morgan, mans.), and on Chailey
Common during the 1920’s (Wood, 1925), but no other
unquestionable sighting exists from this area (a record said to
have been made in 1990 (J. Barber; in Gay & Gay, 1996) needs
confirmation). Similarly, a singleton was captured on Dale Hill
(Ticehurst) in 1944 (Biological Records Centre). More regularly,
the butterfly also used to frequent Broadwater Forest (Morgan,
mans.) where the final sighting was made in 1954 (C. Foord; in
Beavis, 1996), although it still hung on at adjacent Harrison’s
Rocks to at least 1976 (J. Kerby). It was also said that “The
heathland form used to occur in the open parts of Abbot’s Wood,
the Whitefields and Milton Hide” during the 1930’s, the last
known sighting coming in 1951 (Hillman, diary) - but these
particular specimens were almost certainly the result of pioneers
from the nearby downs.
Over the years this species has been recorded in a number of
places on Ashdown Forest, but even on this huge area of heath it
was always very local and often “far from common” (Morgan,
1946). Still, colonies are known to have existed at Crowborough
up to about the mid 1940’s (Morgan, mans.) - a weak settlement
continued to exist between the hill and the pond at Camp Hill
until at least 1968 (P. J. Hodge) - and others survived at Fairwarp
up to at least 1950 (A. Holden) and at Forest Row to 1952 (Lowe,
coll.). Elsewhere, sightings were made at Wych Cross (P.
Wilson) and near the pylons during the 1950’s and 1960’s (R.
Griffiths: P. Wilson), and at Nutley in 1973 (R. Tallack). A later
Ashdown listing made in 1989 (Marrable, 1989) refers to these
earlier reports.
Chailey Common, in about the 1910’s

Reproduced from a photograph taken by C. R. Pratt

During the last half of the 19th century semele was said to be
“common both on the sandy heaths and on the chalk downs” of
Sussex (Goss & Fletcher, 1905). However, there is only one
detailed report of any numbers on heathland during the whole of
that period - during one day in 1857 E. T. Silvester and W.
Edwards captured 14 specimens at Worth Forest (Silvester &
Edwards, 1857). Surprisingly, during these decades there were
apparently no unquestionable sightings at all made at nearby
Tilgate Forest and St Leonard’s Forest, although the species did

North Common
Reproduced from a picture postcard published by H. H. Camburn of Tunbridge Wells (C. R. Pratt coll.)

Near Crowborough, in about 1910

West Sussex since 2000. Always extremely local in any numbers.
In decline.
Single-brooded, usually flying from mid July to mid
September, occasionally from mid June or to early October.
Unlike some butterflies, there has been no change in flight-time.
Larvae feed on “various (unspecified) species of grass”
(Adkin, 1928a).
Variation - An unfortunately undescribed “white” aberration
was noted at Arlington in 1902 (J. A. Clark; Anonymous, 1910).
Conversely, and more importantly, three specimens of ab. suffusa
Tutt have been reported, these being caught at Wilmington in
1978 and 1979 (R. Griffiths), and in an unspecified location in
2002 (C. Luckens; in Jones, 2004).
But the most frequently encountered variant of semele in
Sussex is ab. addenda Tutt, that with two additional ocelli. The
first notice of this form came from Shoreham Bank in 1938 (J.
Tetley; specifically illustrated in Howarth, 1973; pl. 37, fig. 5).
Several other collectors also obtained this variety on the Bank
during the following decade, including some by the Craske
brothers, S. G. Castle-Russell, and J. M. K. Saunders, but the last
was taken here by A. E. Collier in 1947 (R. M. Craske).
Glyndebourne is our only other known locality for this
aberration, a female being captured in 1973 (C. Luckens). A
female of the single spotted ab. monocellata Lemp. was also
taken at Alfriston in 1970 (C. Luckens).

A southerly view
Reproduced from a picture postcard published by Sayer’s Brothers (C. R. Pratt coll.)

During recent times in the west of the county, a fresh but
apparently transient settlement was discovered during the 1970’s
at Newpound Common (Wisborough Green) (West Sussex
Wildlife Recording Group, c.1980). In the Midhurst area the
butterfly was still commonplace in the Ambersham Common
complex in 1968, 1971, and 1976 (C. Smith), and it was just as
numerous at nearby Iping Common in 1983 (T. Wood). It also
existed at Chapel Common (Rogate) in 1984 (R. Davis), and was
still hanging on in 2007 (A. Henderson). According to residents
of Stedham, the long-standing community of semele at “the
Grayling Rocks” (inside the adjacent sand quarry) also still
survived to at least 1983 (C. R. Pratt), but the final sightings in
all of these places were made during the mid 1980’s (Clifton
Park Museum, coll.: D. Dey). There was also a persistent colony
in the Sussex corner of Woolmer Forest (Butterfly Conservation,
1998), but no new millennium records have been made. The
latest signs of western survival concerns three specimens seen at
Weavers Down (Hill Brow) in 2007 (M. Blencowe).

History - The earliest known sighting of the Grayling on chalk
was made at Arundel during the early 1840’s by S. Stevens
(Stevens, 1846). Stevens discovered the insect both on the downs,
where a little later it is known to have existed inside Arundel
Park (Fletcher, 1886), and along the nearby coast (probably on
the golf course near Climping). The inaugural eastern reports
were made in 1857, by M. S. Blaker and R. Trimen at Lewes
when they saw several specimens on the chalk bank facing South
Street on July 20th - a few days later it was seen here in
“abundance” (Blaker, diary: Trimen, 1857c) - and by G. W.
Reeve in the Newhaven area (Reeve, 1857b). During this epoch,
the 1850’s and 1860’s, semele flew commonly at Lewes and was
perhaps continuously distributed all over these downs. In
addition to the spot at South Street, colonies were then known to
exist at Oxsettle Bottom, Bible Bottom (loc. cit.), Landport, near
the timber yard, Cliffe Hill, in the Coombe, near the golf club in
1870, and all along the Ranscombe Road as far as Glyndebourne
(Jenner, mans.). Much later on, between the two world wars,
further sites were discovered at Ashcombe Bottom, on Caburn, in
Happy Valley, on Offham Hill, Mount Harry, and on Plumpton
Plain (Morris, mans.), and more came to notice during the 1940’s
at Malling Hill and Glynde chalk-pit (C. Smith), and during the
following decade at Saxon Down (Stafford, diary). All of these
settlements may well have been in existence for many years.

Even during its heyday, the Grayling was never “comfortable”
on any of the northern-most heaths; indeed, here, it was an event
to see it in any numbers. The species was more plentiful
southwards, for a while, but local extinctions took place
throughout the 20th century due to habitat loss - although on
Ashdown there are now more wide firebreak rides than at the
middle of the 20th century (C. Marrable). The planting of pine
plantations on “waste-ground”, and the increase of undergrowth
and overgrowth due to the falling into disuse of some agricultural
practices, were two of the main causes of our heathland
disappearances. Fires, both purposeful and accidental, have
become an increasing problem. More importantly, even half a
century ago the encroachment of bracken on many of our heaths
was causing concern, as large areas had already been lost - “This
gradual spreading of what is a most pernicious weed bids fair in
the not far distant future to practically destroy the heather which
is one of the commons’ chief ornaments; in many places it stops
locomotion on them and, what is more serious, ruins hundreds of
acres of good grazing for cattle and geese” (Caldecott, 1937).
Some of the colonies which survived early habitat destruction
were then adversely affected by a more obscure influence during
the late 1940’s, when a general fall in the numbers of semele on
both heath and down took place, this disadvantageous period
lasting until episodic rallies from the late 1960’s to early 1980’s.
The introduction of myxomatosis to the rabbit would also have
eventually reduced the amount of available bare ground. By the
mid 1970’s the heathland race was only known to have endured
on commons in the extreme north-west. The current position is
now so serious that no specimens should be removed or collected
from Sussex heathland.

Mount Harry, in about 1910

A south-easterly view
Reproduced from an anonymously published picture postcard (R. Williams coll.)

THE DOWNLAND RACE

Status - Resident. In East Sussex the race is often common to
very common flying over chalk scree at Wilmington, although it
is generally much less frequent elsewhere; presumed extinct in
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Offham, in about the 1910’s

Ditchling Beacon, in about the 1920’s

Reproduced from a picture postcard published by F. Douglas Miller of Haywards Heath (C. R. Pratt coll.)

Offham chalk-pit, in about the 1910’s
Reproduced from an anonymously published picture postcard (C. R. Pratt coll.)

In West Sussex, colonies were fewer and numbers generally
lower. Still, the species was commonplace at Edburton in 1920
(Bird, 1921), and was often very common in the Littlehampton
area between the wars (Jeddere-Fisher, 1933). The Sussex downs
were “swarming” with semele in 1938 (de Worms, 1939), it was
“quite abundant” in 1945 (de Worms, 1946), and was
“everywhere” on “the chalk downs near the coast” near
Rustington in 1946 (de Worms, 1947). Despite a temporary
decline in 1934 (Bonaparte-Wyse, 1935), the butterfly was also
often common on Shoreham Bank from at least the early 1930’s
onwards (R. M. Craske: Stafford, diary), one enthusiast
observing that “almost every scabious and other bloom on the
flowery hillside would have a E. semele settled on it” (Dyson,
1953). In 1945 the Grayling was “very abundant” on the Bank
and two years later it was still “very common at Shoreham &
(on) other grounds” towards Eastbourne (Stafford, diary) - but it
was never to be seen there in numbers again. By 1952 there was
“hardly a (Grayling) butterfly” left (Dyson, 1953). The species
hung on as a rarity on the Bank until final extinction after the last
was seen in 1960 (Stafford, diary).
In the far east, away from both downs and heath, the insect is
known to have been locally common at Fairlight Cliffs during the
final quarter of the 19th century (Bloomfield, 1878a). After a
Fairlight sighting in 1952 (A. Denby Wilkinson; in Mowbray,
records), nothing more was then seen of it here until it turned up
near the cliffs at Fairlight Glen in 1999 (L. Andrews) and near
Wakehams Farm at Fairlight Cove in 2007 (K. Tinsley). The
butterfly was also reported in small numbers at Cliff End in 1947
(loc. cit.), at Cadborough Farm at Rye and on the “north side of
Winchelsea marsh” in 1959, and finally at Cadborough again in
1960 (J. Ashbee; in Mowbray, records).

Reproduced from a picture postcard published by E. A. Sweetman & Son of Tunbridge Wells (C. R. Pratt coll.)

While the Lewes records illustrate just how widespread the
Grayling used to be in some chalky areas, the very foremost
district was situated between Seaford and Eastbourne. Here,
during very early times, it occurred in “swarms” (Dale, 1879b)
and was “often one of the most abundant” of all the butterflies
(Adkin, 1899). It was certainly “very common” near Eastbourne
in 1891 (Adkin, 1892) and “extremely abundant at Beachy Head”
in 1892 (Bromley, 1893). Two years later semele was described
as being in “vast numbers” near Polegate (James, 1895) - and this
means it flew there in thousands. One of the very best early spots
was situated between Eastbourne town and Beachy Head, where
in 1894 it “was sufficiently abundant along the cliff front to
satisfy the most greedy hunter” (Adkin, 1895b). Another lesser
establishment existed at nearby Paradise, at least in 1899 (Adkin,
1899).
During the first half of the 20th century the butterfly was still
being “found very commonly all over the Downs” at Eastbourne
(Adkin, 1928a). Between the two world wars it was common in
parts of the Cuckmere Valley (Stafford, diary) and was seen “in
profusion” at Alciston just after the second conflict (R. Dyson).
During this era colonies were also known at Rottingdean (A.
Holden), Friston, Lullington, Litlington (Stafford, diary),
Wannock, Windover Hill, Coombe Hill, Filching (Salvage,
mans.), and on the slopes at Holywell (C. Bell). A small
settlement even existed much later in Polegate, but this was
destroyed by building in 1976 (T. Wood). Elsewhere in the east,
the insect was plentiful on Brighton’s downs during early times
(Stainton, 1857-9: Allchin, 1859-60: Jenner, 1886), while at
Ditchling Beacon it flew “in great strength” in 1900 (Dollman,
1901) and was simply “rife” a year later (Dollman, 1902).

Fairlight Cliffs, in about 1950

Reproduced from a photograph taken by Valentine & Sons of Dundee and London (C. R. Pratt coll.)

For many decades the foremost Sussex spot for semele has
been situated on the south-facing slope of Windover Hill at
Wilmington - it has flown here in plenty on this still short turf
and chalk scree since at least the early 1930’s (R. M. Craske).
Dozens of specimens can always be seen flying together, and
occasionally this increases to hundreds, as in 1972. Later on
during the same decade the insect spread all along the well-worn
chalky track between Windover and the Wilmington road, and
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Windover Hill, in 1998

into the roadside chalk-pit, where it has occurred in small
numbers ever since (C. R. Pratt).
Windover Hill, in 1998

A north-westerly view
Reproduced from a photograph taken by C. R. Pratt

A north-easterly view
Reproduced from a photograph taken by C. R. Pratt

But Windover Hill is a great exception. Elsewhere in Sussex
there was a dramatic failure of both numbers and distribution
from the late 1940’s onwards - by 1953 the number of colonies
had almost halved. Furthermore, after something of a pause,
losses accelerated again during the late 1970’s. The most
important subsequent final records were made at Offham (J.
Steedman), Harting Down (J. Fairhurst), and Graffham in 1990
(K. E. Reeves), at Wolstonbury Hill in 1994 (D. Dey), Newtimber
Hill in 1995 (R. Antonini), Pagham Harbour in 1997 (A. Foster),
Tullecombe near Rake in 1999 (J. Phillips), and at Levin Down
in 2000 (R. Staples).
At the time of writing (2010) the Windover Hill/Deep Dene
colony easily remains the foremost in the county, where the
butterfly occurs from Deep Dene round to the reservoir and to
Ewe Dean (D. N. Burrows: N. Hulme: M. Blencowe: A. Thomas).
Still present elsewhere in a few weak scattered colonies on the
downs between Eastbourne and Brighton. Also rediscovered at
Newhaven in 2009 (N. Hulme: D. & C. Jode).

Windover Hill, in 1998

A north-easterly view
Reproduced from a photograph taken by C. R. Pratt

Windover Hill, in 1998

H. semele - distribution to 1952
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H. semele - distribution 1980 to 2009
SU
A north-westerly view
Reproduced from a photograph taken by C. R. Pratt
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H. semele - distribution 2000 to 2009
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A north-westerly view
Reproduced from a photograph taken by C. R. Pratt
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It has been proposed that changing weather patterns influence
numbers. Summer rainfall and temperatures, and high
temperatures during the first quarter of the previous year, are
thought to affect the insect (Pollard, 1988), but there is no
confirmation of this from the historical Sussex records. The main
reason for the fall of semele in Sussex is therefore not known.
Extraordinarily, this butterfly is a suspected immigrant on the
continent (Eitschberger, Reinhardt, & Steiniger, 1991).

Up until the middle of the 20th century the Grayling could be
found in downland colonies stretching continuously from
Eastbourne to the Hampshire border, and less constantly along
the coast at Bexhill and to the east of Hastings. Between Brighton
and Eastbourne these establishments were often composed of
hundreds of specimens, and no doubt occasionally the species
sometimes flew in thousands in its leading localities. As with the
heathland settlements, up until this time chalk-bound extinctions
had been caused mainly by habitat loss, the wartime ploughings
being the most serious influence. But then semele underwent an
unprecedented and far more grave decrease almost everywhere,
the main fall taking place from about 1948 to the early 1950’s
inclusive, this being caused by a much less obvious factor. The
reduction continued much more slowly until the late 1970’s,
when local extinctions accelerated again. By 1980 less than two
dozen downland settlements were known in the whole county
and by the new century there were even fewer.
Contrary to some reports, colonies do not necessarily require
shelter to prosper on the Sussex downs - many of the leading
settlements were, and are, continuously scoured by wind. While
scrub clearance is necessary, it has also been inferred that the
Windover site is assisted by winter cattle grazing, “whose
hoofprints produce the bare patches they like” (Gay & Gay,
1996), but semele has been flourishing continuously here for at
least three-quarters of a century without - or rather despite - such
interferences.
This butterfly flies over open dry slopes and in chalk-pits,
usually where vegetation is sparse and grass cover poor enough,
or is so attacked by rabbits, that bare earth and broken chalk is
prevalent. Adults characteristically settle on these bald patches,
although on Eastbourne’s downs at Paradise they also used to rest
on old fence posts (Adkin, 1899). There is good reason to believe
that the species disappears from sites where broken ground
becomes overgrown with grass or weeds. It has been said that in
our county a reduction in the number of agricultural grazing
animals on the downs increased the amount of choking coarse
grasses (Gay & Gay, 1996) and that, nationally, “Colonies were
probably shaded out by the widespread growth of dense
vegetation that followed myxomatosis” (Heath, Pollard, &
Thomas, 1984) - but none of this was the main cause of collapse
in Sussex.
The purposeful introduction of myxomatosis took place in late
1953 and within two years the disease had swept the county
almost completely clear of rabbits. The effects of the loss of the
mammal on the nature of our downland first started to really bite
in about 1960. By this year at Lullington, “Patches of white
chalk, formerly very conspicuous around rabbits burrows, were
grown over” (Thomas, 1960b). However, as the accompanying
records and distribution maps show, the main collapse in the
distribution of the Grayling took place between 1948 and 1952
inclusive - by 1953 the number of downland colonies had already
almost halved - several years before the most serious effects of
myxomatosis appeared. Whilst the change that had descended on
our grasslands during that era was not responsible for the initial
decline, it did add to the problems being suffered by semele.
Later on it may well have caused a few more local extinctions.
Nowadays, the increase of coarse grasses and scrub prevents any
substantive long-term recovery to many of its traditional
localities, although some small areas have become suitable once
again during and after droughts.
There are some interesting similarities between the history of
semele and that of comma. These insects dwell in the same
habitat and the historically leading localities for both species are
situated between Seaford and Eastbourne, and at Lewes, often in
the same spots; Windover Hill remains the very best site for both
of these butterflies. Furthermore, there have been great decreases
in the distribution of both butterflies. However, while the Skipper
has enjoyed an important revival in range during recent decades,
perhaps due to the desiccation and erosion of our downland by
recent droughts, the fortunes of the Grayling have yet to improve.

GRAYLING
1621. Hipparchia semele Linn.

59.013

Status - This species usually flew from mid July to early
September during last century but it now runs on to mid
September (Pratt, 1999; 2011).
Variation - The ab. suffusa Tutt listed from an unspecified
location in 2002 by C. Luckens (Jones, 2004: Pratt, 2011) was in
fact seen at Windover Hill at Wilmington in 2000 (pers. comm.).
News of a perhaps unique aberration has just been received. It
is a female with the forewing spots on the upperside enlarged and
drawn out to a lanceolate point, these containing streaked pupils.
The anal spot on the hindwings, while not hugely enlarged, is
also lanceolate, as is its pupil. The underside is more or less
normal. The butterfly was caught at Lewes on August 21 st 1909
by R. T. Bowman (R. Barrington, coll.), where and when the
species was commonplace all over the local downs.
H. semele Linn., unnamed female aberration

Lewes, 1909
Reproduced from a photograph taken by R. Barrington ©

History - Pratt, 2011: 2; 299 - In East Sussex the heathland
colonies have been extinct since 1973, while the chalk-bound
race is still often common flying over scree, at least on Windover
Hill near Wilmington. Despite advantageous seasons here since
2011, it remaining well established at Windover along with
wanderers on adjacent slopes, the butterfly is now on the very
brink of extinction in both vice-counties. The only sightings
made on alkaline soil in Sussex away from Wilmington since
2010 concern three examples at High and Over near Alfriston in
2012 (M. Blencowe) and one on the nearby downs in 2013 (C.
Hooker).
In West Sussex all bar one of the heathland colonies has been
extinct since 1973 and all of the chalk settlements since 2000.
Paradoxically, the insect has survived later on the heath called
Weavers Down (between Linchmere and Hill Brow), where three
specimens were seen on September 8th 2011 (A. Abbot).
A now vintage record has just come to light: two males were
noted on Pilsey Island off Chichester Harbour on August 4th 1974
(P. Russell).
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H. semele - distribution 2000 to 2014
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Records for this distribution map were kindly supplied by Sussex Butterfly Conservation, with additions

H. semele - distribution 2010 to 2014
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The noticeable red mites (Erythraeidae and / or Trombidiidae)
that attach themselves to the bodies of adult Grayling have been a
noticeable but generally low-level feature on Windover Hill near
Wilmington since at least the 1960’s (C. R. Pratt), but on August
8th and 13th 2011 “nearly all” specimens had them attached (N.
Linazasoro: C. Knight). They were prevalent again on Windover
in 2012, with a lower lesser concentration in 2013 (N. Linazasoro
& D. Easton).
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